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LENORE MARSHALL:
1899•1.971.
During the spring quarter of 1971 l taught Lenore Marshall's Latest Will in my Con
temporary American Poetry class. At her own expense Mrs. Marshall flew from her home
in New Hope, Pennsylvania to Dayton and Wright State University to meet the students
in the class, to get their reactions to her poetry first-hand, to have a "dialogue."
For several timulating hours, Mr . Marshall discussed her poems and read them to the
clas . Later that evening she taped a thirty-minute television show, the tape of which is in
our library. Lenore Marshall's warmth, humility and intelligence touched many people.
Early this fall I was informed by Barbara Penrose, a close friend of the poet, who had
accompanied her to Dayton, that Lenore Marshall passed away on Thursday, September
23. Mrs. Penrose wrote that the "trip to Wright State University meant a great deal to
Lenore. She talked of it so often after our return ...the young people's interest, their
articulateness, their perceptive judgment-"
Lenore Marshall was definitely moved by her visit to the poetry class. On May 22 she
wrote me at length about a student's critical paper on one of her poems.
...this is really first-rate criticism in the sense that the poem is truly understood,
understood in its entirety and its particulars, in its inner meaning, its setting....
l am rr-ade very happy by it. And I am instructed by it too: how much of our
poetry comes out of the unconscious so that it is only after the thing is finished,
sometimes long afterward, that certain imbedded parts come to light--we discover our
total selves by a new reading or by the perceptions of another.. .I am delighted that
what I wrote got through to the author.. .it gives me a sense of communication-and
this is what we all hope for, isn't it?
Mrs. Marshall added that "the trip was beautifully worthwhile for me... " It was her last
public appearance.
The New York Times obituary surprised me. l knew that Lenore Marshall had
published a number of volumes of poems and novels and that she had been the literary
editor who had discovered Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury, but she had accomplished
much more than that, especially on the political and humanitarian level.
We have scheduled a library exhibit of Lenore Marshall's literary writings for this
quarter.
Lenore Marshall's humaneness will survive in her deeds and in her writings. I have
tried to render my personal response to the passing of my friend in a poem.
My glass wall circled the garden, separating
the gardener from her flowers until
imagination cracked the glass and beasts
leaped in that frightened her heart and
humbled her mind. Now the poet who sang
to us is gone. Beasts still paw the air
and roar above the myriad blossoms-the poems that became her "Latest Will."
Poet, you are more than a name.

Gary Pacernick
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Harvest Hill
The blackbirds and the butterflies
Sail upon motionless sky air. No rustle stirs russet of trees.
A yellow butterfly flutters up and a yellow leaf flutters down.
Time ceases, the day is forever, but the slow will plods on.
Hold, it beseeches, arresting Time; for flock and flight
Formation and hover of wing are like children playing
Their final game before the night.
Quiet has come golden. Ridges panoply
Riches overheard, the eye becomes the soul;
Halt! A long creeping toward this goal
Has labored for its heirloom harvest. Harvest, stand still.
How lovely! Why should a falling leaf, dry lace,
Drifting through boughs to its death be lovely? Grace
Note buoyed as if it had all time for descent
Tearing joy moment with such knowledge of sadness;
No shadow portends, -but it was always known there are
last days.
Why must the dead be beautiful?
The swift blue days overtake the stubborn will
That would stay Time, clasping it right and full.
At last! "Alas! cries the will
Steadfast and caught on its born course, tortoise slow.
It pursues the end, it can never have enough of the zenith,
It will shore,memory against winter with shimmer and glow
Knowing there will not be another flower
Purple as this aster, nor balm mellow as this noon, nor forever
as calm.
The will had only its goal and its hidden knowledge of sadness.
Beyond suspended day amber hoard sinks from the hill.
Zeno misled us: changeless dear golden hours
Fly like Achilles, like an arrow, never still,
Succeed and overcome themselves and the tortoise will.
u:nore Marshall

Permission to use poem
granted by:
W. W. Norton & Company Inc.
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10003
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Like Ferlinghetti

Suicide Note

by: ]. A. Alley

Like Ferlinghetti,
I keep hoping
l 've misunderstood
but it all falls
too real down on me.
Like
there are no midgets in the first
class section or presidential candidates
I could love,
but there was an old fox-stoled
lady with a bag of peanuts.
I wish this plane was headed
for India (I've heard that's where you've
gone, to look at the starving millions
and to write)
but it will land in Fort Meyers, dammit.
But Ferlinghetti is a man and has
the power to weild his lizard friend where
he pleases.
I notice, too, they are thinking about lowering
the age of consent.
Eighteen: I consent.
(Did anyone hear?)
No, it's July and I'm in Fort Meyers, Florida,
trying to find the ocean.
The plane ride ends.
I can't hold a candle (masterbate)
to think of you. In India.
I ordered too many cocktails
thinking
Ferlinghetti is lucky to be a man.
Woman .. .I wait for a food quake in India
so you'd come home.
I (me)
keep looking for midgets
and democrats to have
love affairs with so
I can make a headline (even in
Fort Meyers) or have Hilton
bedspread (onlythebest) designs
imprinted on my paper ass.
I've misunderstood
nothing. It wasn't exactly
there to misunderstand....
Art/ Chris Wookey
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Today there's no time for the mistakes of a long
and slow development: dazzle or die
Theodore Raethke

There's an assortment of smells hovering near the burlap
ceiling in Dewaine Dodd's basement. Something close to a
rain soaked dock drying. Dulling odors of cigarettes and
sweat linger about the agging couch. It's damp in a stuffy
sort of way. A huge amplifier buzzes and hums sporadically.
This is also the transient home for Rick Wagner, Jerry
Newport, and Junior Newport; an entanglement of cords,
recorders, frayed guitar cases and sullen faces. Out of all of
this, which may be described in terms of silence or quietude,
will hopefully emerge: Wagner, Dodds, and the Newport
Brothers. And so another band begins the trek down the
hope-wish path to success.
Ah, affirmation. Ah, making it. Showing half grins and
smirks of some sort, the faces show an uneasiness. "Worse
yet- he must accept- how often!- poverty and solitude."
Little has been said or played as the band rallies about
itself, pricking the senses for a creative urge. Yet, for pro
longed periods of devastating 'nothingness' they simply
stare and wait. It seems that all of their faces are but
mirrors, reflecting assurance for the others.
All sorts of scenes from 'Somebody to Nobody' English
literature classes race through the mind, critically classifying
the prevailing awkwardness. After the tedious moments of
tuning are over, an insolent guitar is idly strummed and
the band is back at it.
Dodds plays a steel guitar. Wagner plays a banjo. The
Newport brothers play guitars. And all sing- quietly.
Therein lies a problem.
"People are trained for energy; to get bombasted by
Top 40 rock," sighs Wagner. "We want the people to
feel our melodies first and out of them feel a certain source
of power or energy. l think people are still looking for raw
power." But hip country music? And who was that singing
a Bob Dylan song on the Grand Old .... ? And what
has happened to the coffee shops, John Kay?
Anyway, there's a growing power base for the effusion;
the disquietude of the identity seeking folk rockers. Flocks
have turned to Carole King, the Taylor clan, Kris K.,
John Denver, etc. It's a new ball game. Jeans and patches,
the South, and jail. Introspection... (Or is it? And how deep
does it run? And what is the value for the individual?)
Yet, foresake the electric jello world. No size. No questions.
Shrink the head. Whisper.
So now minds are wandering hopefully, if not aimlessly
at times, down dusty, country roads. If you happen upon
some ants, chewing each other with brittle, snapping jerks
of their massive jaws, sit down and watch. Ah, Thoreau.
The world is an amplifier. Turn the nature (or the self)
up and the society down. Suddenly, the world consists of
White Cloud embraces and talk about pet pigs on the
Dick Cavett Show. Superstar, Superstar. .. ! still wonder who
Nexus 6

you are. And for Christ's sake: be yourself.
For those out there needing classification for a guide,
try this: call it getting the hell out of rock and roll and
desperately grasping for their identities in a silent-minority,
country style. Or maybe: I know my past, my faults; thus,
I know myself. Or maybe: I am greedy as hell and your
kids will pay your hard earned money just to hear us put
you down in a hushed voice. Or none of the above. Or all
of the above.
Ah- the four new faces are listening to the crickets,
rubbing themselves hoarse. But you just never know, when
a van full of funky-people-heads, driving full tilt boogie, will
run you off the road. And they just want to hear some
electrician rip off for an hour or so.
"Same type of sound group played at places where
everyone was interested in seeing how drunk they could
get in 45 minutes," adds Dodds sarcastically. Soft melody
versus the power structure and each side is just as sure
they're walking the road less traveled by....
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Some of us wanted to follow the current
trend and, in other words, leave the musical
integrity behind, but this belief was not shared
by the majority.
John Kay
After ten minutes or so of squelching one idea after
another the band slumps back into inaction. Wagner
cradles his guitar and ponders the question about what
value his past has for his music; his lyrics. Like most artists
today there's a cultural hesitation to discuss anything but
technique in their art that doesn't smack of intellectualism .
"Well, I guess, the first thing that happened to me that
really means something happened in kindergarten," starts
Wagner. "I lad this little hat on and the wind got it and blew
it aero s the parking lot into this junkyard . Had to climb
the fence t get it. That's scary for a six year old.
"And one day our tea her a ked us what you do, when
you see a lady and you don't have a hat on to tip to her.
I said I'd probably tip my hair.
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Second thoughts, of where I'm at
And what I have got coming.
My legs are weak, but minds are strong,
And fear is not becoming
Rick Wagner
"Actually, I only rely on about two percent of my past
for my songs. At this time I don't feel l have to deal with it
in any other terms," states Wagner flatly.
"Anyway, I was going to this Catholic school. Every
thing there was straight ahead. You had to sit around at
lunch while we ate without looking to the side or nothing.
This nun, looking very big and very hooded was standing
close by, when my sister came in the cafeteria.
I stood
up and waved ... and I knew... I knew I was gonna catch
h 11." Wagn r squints out a laugh. Another friend happens
in . St k hello and grins.
But Wagner's piecemeal past was not enough to combat
the absolute stillness . lt was like listening to your car run
on empty for five miles. Does th is all bore them? Are
they going to hand out the pat line: I don't know what
goes into my stuff, man. I just let it happen? The amp
is buzzing like flies around tomato skins.

I don't need to be so wealthy
I don't need to be so wise
I just need a saint to lean on
And a doll that wets and cries
When I sleep I close my eyes.
Rick Wagner
Wagner and Dodds got their first test as a duo in a
creative writing class. The response to Mr. Wagner and Mr.
Dodds and their music was a cross between sheer boredom
and grudging admiration. 'I like it, I guess.' Wagner had
hoped to submit.his poetry, etc., but sensed an easy grade
and a chance to put himself, his voice, his songs up for
audience ridicule. But people like to tap their toes while
they yawn with their mouths closed.
"I wanted to find out if my stuff was unique. And how
it affected the class. Guess I'll find out later."
But what of the criticism of the early Wagner, who did
the singing and dominated the duo? He sang between his
teeth, which rarely allowed the blues and folksy tales to
meet you, let alone hurt you or move you. Monotone
songs that tend to put you to sleep in a White Cloud sort
of way. His voice reminds one of a rusted barb wire being
plunked and a mouth full of candy bars : at the same time.
In order to convince the audience that in whatever capacity
Rick Wagner is genuine then, he must separate the two.
And that is why Wagner and Dodds have expanded.
They felt that with only two voices and two instruments
there was too much room left vacant. Thus, the Newport
brothers. A bass and another writer; more voices. Depth
and strength. All are old friends and have played together
in different bands. Some waved hello while others said
good-bye. They sorta drifted together like water filling a
bath tub.
"Hell, I just got tired of playing my ass off for $140 a
week while I knew I wasn't going any place," grins Wagner.
"Once, though, we were practicing in this church, when I
was in one of those rock bands, and we were playing J .J.
Jackson and we were al-I-I-right. But some girls said we
were running around naked inside (they weren't) and we
were playing Louie, Louie on the PA system ....Well it
carried into the Reverend's sleeping quarters. We got kicked
out of the church." Do some blues your father never did.
Seemingly caught up in his own nostalgia, Wagner begins
to glow a bit. "Damn, the first night we played out in front
of an audience we all had yellow socks, black loafers,
yellow shirts, black ties. Made a $100 for the band. Went
home, bought some cigarettes and felt good. Real good."

If only this rich, rare, ripe deviousness could be
put to some useful work.
Roethke
"I was playing second trombone in the school band.
Couldn't hit the high notes. About the tenth grade? Well,
the band director was passing out some music and he says
thanks to me. I turned to Howie (another friend) and asked
why he said thanks. Howie said he had loaned out my
trombone to some kid. And it was brand new.'' Wagner
fakes a grimace.
"So, anyway, I went up and asked why. He said some
thing about how he didn't think I would get so upset about
it. Hell, that kid could have had TB or something. All he
could say was that if he had loaned out the school trombone
it might have been scratched. Then he grinned. That was it.
I said something about quitting band.... ! don't know."
The artist doesn't want to be articulate about
something until be is finally articulate. One can
talk away certain themes, spoil them .
Raethke
"Discipline is fine in art until it bores you," states
Wagner; again in his low voice, which verges on the in
audible. "You can't base anything on pure art. Somewhere
in there you're copying another's work. Originality, I
guess, is doing the best with what you've got." Dodds's eyes
flash an agreement.
Ah, dynamics. They sure do come in different packages.
This idle reflecting and in-group secrecy still breeds some
questions: about Wagner, Dodds, and the Newport Brothers
and the rest of the poet-writer-songsmen. Does the past
legitimatize your work? Does experience? Does leaving the
sound culture to dazzle in some less sensual form prolong
your creativity? Does sincerity equal talent? Do the blues
hurt? And form .... the stigma of the unnatural, what place
does it occupy? Craftsmanship, agents, and pastures green.
ls it all enough or is there much to be said?
And as Wagner and band climbed on the cramped stage
at the University Center (WSU) none of the questions were
so obvious. Wagner flinched everytime someone made a
mistake. Dodds looked decidely bored or indifferent.
Junior Newport was quiet, intense. Jerry Newport was
overtly nervous. An old standard, Foggy Mountain Break
down, received the most attention. But confidence began to
seep through to the audience. So what does it really matter
if you ran away to the local courthouse steps for a couple
of hours instead of hopping a freight to Detroit City?
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Cheap Hotels and barroom fights
I remember summer nights
Stars sh,ined brightly, but now I feel so cold
And as I drink my wine
I hope that I can find
My way home.
Rick Wagner
Most of the fights Rick Wagner has seen have been at two
legged rat joints where people have played small time
Altamont with each other. So where do fights fit in with
this gangly frame? His half talk-half whispering voice
scrapes away the rough and tumble man in hi songs. What
do the fights mean? The heap I Io tel ? What does this all
mean?
And what about those years of playing on stages : the
one that hours ago slumped miserably under the sw acing,
lumbering girls, who were falling off balance beams? Is it
enough to classify thoughts and the past into a simple
ME- OT ME slot and be done with it?
"Hell, if an amp didn't blow then, the night was alright.
It was enough."

One moves with an uncertain violence
Under the dust thrown by a baffled sense
Or the dull thunder of approximate words.
Thom Gunn
"The songs are comments now," Wagner suggests. "Not
protesting but, just what we feel about things in simple
terms. Like Mississippi Badtimes is about a guy from the
North who is laid off, goes South looking for a trucking job,
doesn't make it and comes back North. Just times and
places and people."
And then there was this time that Wagner and Dodds
were booked into this bar in Springfield. "We were
supposed to be set up where the people had to pass by in
order to go to the restrooms. We didn't show up."
The group is $1,700 in debt. "We got this thing with a
pla e where we're always in debt but as long a we keep
buying ur tuff from him he won't get on our backs. Well ,
most of the time. Nice guy." Wagner retunes the banjo and
with Stanley lamely adding some percussion on an old bass
drum, the group whips into a twenty minute hillbilly
session. And the group persists. There's an assortment of
unflagging determination about the room.

Ah, dues. Ah, blues.
So leave these questions, these doubts. Hear the group
and decide for yourself. And know that the simplicity of it
all will be shared at the drive-in; the 12th row; with some
puke warm wine; and a fine woman. Hum some Web
Pierce. Perhaps Rick Wagner is there, too.

by : Bria11 Smith
Photo / Dan Patterson

We expect the hot flash and we get the cold,
stale inert lumpish inanities, the heavy archness,
the smirking self-satisfaction.
Raethke

So down the road walks another bunch of seekers. Of
what they are searching for is not exactly clear. Beside
them walks Mr. Constipation of the Mind and Mr. Fraud
and Mr. Uncertain. Will they arrive just to find that it's
all been done before? One wonders and fears such
questions. One wonders if idle bitching gives one a
wrenched brain.
So what does one finally say about Wagner and group?
In that creative writing class (which is what I said) they
were told how they (The Newport Brothers played back
ground instruments though Wagner and Dodds did all of the
vocalizing) sounded much like the Taylors and Crosby,
Stills, etc. But with stock situations being the order of day
for lyrics they may have to opt for a lyricist. Like a Scot
Walker perhaps. However, there is a major possibility that
the gut thoughts and feelings of the group are so sheltered
from intruders that time is simply needed to assimilate
their true identity.
Until they finally reach that stage they are so sure is
waiting on them they will return to the poverty and the
solitude and the creative writing classes. And maybe they
will ask themselves why and what and maybe they
won't. It is difficult and trying to decipher whether they
wane more out the hard times cult than simple statements.
On a farm you kill pigs to stay alive. You don't pet them.
But ever so slight come the songs. They refuse to intrude.
The stillness makes you aware of yourself in a piercing
way. Should they break the spell? Can they? Who knows?
Nexus 10
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good- bv radical politics.
Mike Ezekiel looks like a radical. I mean, gosh, he never
does comb his hair and he's probably from a Mexican
American home where his parents are strawberry pickers
or something. Surely, this sullen, hefty man has brought
his hate like a dust storm to ravage the sanctity of this
university. ot quite.
He lives in Dayton View, went to Colonel White High
School, dabbled in radical politics, grew weary of per on
ality rifts, said to hell with it and is now awaiting Phase II
of th Education plan. amely, the security of grad school.
Such is life of the disillusioned, the committed, the angry.
Once SDS and now Mark Twain in an English literature
class. It isn't strict apathy (if such a phrase can be used).
Rather it is a willful withdrawal from the front lines. Mike
Ezekiel simply refuses the call to action. He has opted for
cynicism.
"Let's see .... started with SDS in Michigan; got involved
with the draft resistance; dame down or back to Dayton to
work with Summer in the Cities." Ezekiel looks plainly
bored as he thumbs through another one of those James's
books.
"Nagler (Bob: wit, cynic, activist, ex-Cuba trip taker,
and now Oregon newspaper writer) and I and some other
people began leafletting in Dayton with the Dayton Peace
Committee where we met some wild people. The next
year we came out to Wright State where CODE (now
defunct WSU rad-pol club) had been running for about a
year," states Ezekiel like he was taking a job placement
interview.
"Nagler brought out Spock, Gregory, Carmichael, and
some other speakers to the University and we helped reform
the radio station...actually, there was a stink about it and a
new radio station was formed. We wrote the Phoenix and
questioned priorities. But most of the people have either
graduated or dropped out and CODE died.
During the summer, ('70) the group formed off campus
and tried to establish a paper. We got all the writers lined
up; the ads and then we split over the ideology." Ezekiel
takes a prolonged drag off his cigarette.
"Down at Meadowdale we were passing out leaflets
about the draft and the war and we all got arrested. Stayed
overnight and this guy who was in for murder kept passing
us notes and sketches from around the corner. It was a
heavy scene."
If one may be permitted to muse a bit about such a state
of affairs; it might be noted that the Bible says the world
was created in six days but, scholars take note of the theory
that each of those 'days' could have been millions of years
in the making. Anyway, Mike Ezekiel will be off to grad
school and more theories.
His prediction for the '72 election?
"I don't give a damn."
And that's the way it is.
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NEXUS INTERVIEWS ••
F. Anthony Macklin

Interview by N. G. Scbuessler
Photos by Merrill Anderson

Tony Macklin came to the University of Dayton in 1962
after receiving his B. A. from Villanova University in
Philadelphia. In 1963 he was awarded his M. A. and is
presently an Associate Professor in the English Department.
Macklin founded Film Heritage, a periodical of film
criticism with international circulation, in 1965. University
of Dayton soon saw the value of the magazine and took
over its publication. In addition to articles written for
scholarly and non-scholarly publications, he serves as film
critic for the Dayton Journal Herald. Styling himself as
"still eastern oriented," he admits that he's made the
transition to a midwesterner. He is married and has two
children, a boy, eight, and a girl, six. During the interview,
we found Mr. Macklin eager to expound on his ideas of
film analysis and somewhat camera shy. After hearing the
taped conversation, the Nexus Editor remarked, "What
an ego this guy has." To which Macklin simply replied,
"It's a good thing I toned it down." In the final reading of
the transcript, Mr. Macklin's corrections showed us that the
flash and publicity of film reviewing has in no way impaired
his competence as an English scholar.

Interview copyright N. G. Schuessler 1971. Used with permission.
Photos copyright Merrill Anderson 1971. Used with permission.
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Nexus: How did you first make the transition from an
English professor to a film critic?
Macklin: Well, there are people who go to the movies
all their lives. I'm one of them, although I never really set
out to be a film critic. My field was Modern American
Literature and I did my master's thesis on James Agee, who
was a novelist, poet, and journalist and film critic for both
Time and The Nation. When I came to the University of
Dayton, it was rather natural to get involved in films. Also,
I needed a pragmatic solution to my career problems. I
was told to go on for the Ph. D., but I found out that this
simply wasn't productive for me. There were a lot of people
who thought I should continue if I was going to have a
viable career in education. My wife was one of them; when
I quit the Ph. D., she was quite unhappy. But it was one of
those things that you do out of stubbornness, out of
a knowledge of your capabilities and capacities, out of
what you know you can do and what you refuse to do. So
I was stuck. I would have no Ph. D., but if I wanted any
kind of security, I would have to compensate. I decided to
edit a film journal. And I came along at just the right time.
The first year I had to solicit money from friends and
other sources, but, fortunately, we had a pretty good
operation. What put us over the top was a national distrib
utor out of New Jersey who had turned down fifty previous
magazines and took ours. He thought we had a chance to be
a saleable item. This lead to a lot of publishing. I published
in The Nation, Commonweal, Film Quarterly and Film
Comment. In fact, when I founded the magazine, I was just
having my first "major" publication. I had been writing
things like "The Philosophical and Theological Concepts
in Ingmar Bergman's Films" and not getting very far. So
I wrote "Sex and Dr. Strangelove" and the first person I
sent it to took it. Now I'm working on "Sex and Robert
Frost."
Nexus: What is the circulation of Film Heritage?
Macklin: About two thousand. It's international. We're in
most of the libraries and big schools- California, UCLA,
Berkeley. It's a stable, effective magazine.
Nexus: You mentioned timing. Do you think that a similar
beginning today would achieve the same success?
Macklin: It is difficult to project, to theorize. I keep setting
back the date for my "success story." It started out to be
age twenty, then thirty, and now it's thirty-five. Today,
it would be different, but I hope that, given my tempera
ment and my ability to compensate, I would be able to
achieve the same ends. The vanguard is pretty much
over; it is just a question of implementation. I suppose I
would be a different person.
Nexus: Do you approach a film differently for review
purposes than for normal entertainment?
Macklin: No, I don't. The first time you analyze something
or interpret it, you disassemble it, tear it down. When
you begin to do almost anything, you 're awkward in the
process because you don't have the experience, you don't
have the knowledge or ability to know the weak points,
you have to be cautious and careful about what you stress.
People ask me, "You don't really enjoy a movie, do you?"

And I tell them I think I enjoy it more than most people do,
because l am bringing all these skills. I have trained my
self, and it is a natural kind of thing. I'm a great believer
in context. If you can remember that there is a tradition
working, then you 're better off. If you walk in off the street
and see a crime picture like the Anderson Tapes, you may
like it and think that it's a great movie if it's the only crime
picture you've ever seen. But you really have nothing to set
that up against. If you've seen Aspbalt Jungle and Kubrick's
The Killing and both versions of The Killers and Point
Blank , then you have a context with which to work. I
enjoy a movie, but I think my enjoyment is on many
levels. I'm wary about the enjoyment. What most people
cannot say is, "I enj yed it, but it really wasn't any good."
Most people feel if they liked it, then it had to be go d,
it had to be great, it had to be significant, it had to be
important. I don't feel that way. I've found that many
times, in what we call "pure entertainment," there is a lot
of substance and craft lurking beneath the surface that
most people aren't aware of. I was delighted seeing El
Dorado on television. Now most people would say "A
John Wayne movie" and not watch it. That's unfortunate
and it's mostly because of Wayne's political concepts. But
in the trilogy-Rio Bravo, El Dorado and Rio Lobo-Howard
Hawks has created the same type of characters, the same
type of situations and changed them just an iota. You have .
the old man in each one of them, a kind of feisty char
acter: Walter Brennan in Rio Bravo, Arthur Hunticutt
in El Dorado and Jack Elam in Rio Lobo . You begin to see
a tension, a working out of patterns. I enjoyed El
Dorado immensely; though I don't think it is a great film.
The actresses, in many Hawks's films, people like Jen
nifer O'Neill and Joanne Dru, are god-awful. They are
not great movies, but they're finely made movies and Hawks
is drawing on all kinds of resources. In El Dorado there is a
scene where the characters are taking a bath; the woman
says, "I've seen my brothers." Well, that's the exact
scene that appeared in The Searchers that John Ford
directed. It's not plagiarism. It's what Eliot said: "You
borrow, but you leave your own fingerprints." When you
begin to see the fingerprints, the beauty, in that kind of
construction, it's not just a western. Certainly it's minor
art. But it's done well, and I appreciate that. The most
important thing is not be fooled by pretension. One of my
major concepts as a critic is that a film like Billy Jack,
which I think is full of half-truths and is simplistic ... No,
I shouldn't get upset by that because it's so banal and
slight. But it's having more of an effect than it should.
That kind of pretension I hate. I saw a film called The
Omega Man which was exaggerated and pretentious. It
almost laughed at itself. I could take that; I could enjoy
that.
Nexus: In some of your film reviews you casually dismiss
some film personalities. Candice Bergen in Carnal Knowl
edge and Donald Sutherland in Klute both come to mind.
Is this approach of dismissing an actor or actress with a
sentence or a phrase justified?
Macklin: Again, this is context. Somewhere along the line
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I do a considerable piece of critical analysis and the
rejection is substantial. But I try not to do the same thing
over and over again. It gets pretty tiresome if the people
reading me think, "There. He's hammering Elliott Gould
again. And I think Candice Bergen can be dismissed rather
casually. Or Ann-Margaret. Or Jennifer O'Neill. Or whoever
the personality is, because they're selling their personality
and I'm not buying it. But there is a frame of reference. I
have treated Sutherland in many films . I reviewed him in
Joanna, M*A *S*H and Little Murders. If you add up all
that, you see that there's a considerable treatment in Mr.
Sutherland's inadequacy.
Nexus: In writing for the newspapers, have you encountered
any pressure from theatre owners after writing an un
favorable review?
Macklin: Well, they personalize the thing. When I started
out, people were not used to the type of criticism I do. I
don't serve the theatre owners; I serve the movies. Some
critics serve theatres, or a certain studio, or personalities,
or the audience. For me, the most important thing is the
movie itself. In many ways they receive me as a technical
critic, and they know what my standards are. They may
not agree with me, but they can see my consistency.
Frankly, a theatre owner is pleased with you if you review
his last movie favorably, and he's anguished if you didn't. I
heard a theatre owner telling someone that I was a fine
critic and had recently learned the critics' art. I hadn't
recently learned anything. I had recently reviewed his film,
Klute, favorably. It was as simple as that. They're in the
business, and I don't expect them to appreciate me. They
may disagree, but I think they talk mostly to themselves. I
don't hear it. So it doesn't bother me.

Nexus: Last summer you criticized the "Rex Reed" style

of reviewing. Do you really think there is a market for an
intellectual approach to film criticism in the popular
media?
Macklin: I don't know. I've been working on the paper for
two and a half years, so there must be some market. I
realize I'm esoteric. I realize I'm writing for a limited
audience. But in some ways I'm very aware of the mass
audience. If a film has something sexual, I try to include a
reference to the sexual scene so they know what's going on.
Or, if the film is slow paced or may be boring I try to
mention that. If it's full of ennui, if it's a kind of slow,
evolutionary type film- I warn them about that. I don't
say, as one of my predecessor said, that it's for the
"pop corn" set. I'm a little more subtle than that. Your
regular readers read you and say, "He didn't like it, and l'm
going to love that film. And I'm going to see everything
that he didn't like." If vou have that consistency, you rnn
be responsible and serve the public. But I don't fool
myself into believing that most people are responding to
my kind of criticism. I hope that I enlighten them. Maybe
they think about something they haven't considered in the
movie. Or I cast some light upon a scene that they haven't
put into any kind of context before. But I would say
"yes" in a very limited sort of way. An elitist, a pro
fessional, a technical critic can serve the mass in some way.
Nexus: How does a film critic react to a box office
success with no artistic merit? Recently, Willard was panned
by the critics, while becoming a financial success.
Macklin: Willard wouldn't be my example. I liked it. I think
it is a morality tale. And I thought the boy, Bruce
Davidson, did a very good job, a kind of "Tony Perkins"

quality. While it wasn't exactly like Hitchcock, the moti
vations were exactly the same. It ended in a shocking
manner, which Hitchcock doesn't do. Hitchcock always
carries it a little bit further and makes some kind of
philosophical or psychological observation at the end of
his film. I thought it was a very worthy film. With Willard,
I know that some critics responded to the audience. But
there are films that are financial successes but artistic
failures. Billy Jack is one. Certainly, Airport would be
another. But there's no difficulty in reconciling it. You
realize that people are not discriminating, that people
want to be entertained. They don't question the film, and
they don't place much pressure on their own reactions. If
you play a violin in a movie, you're probably going to
reach most of the audience no matter what is going on. It's
taken me a long time to warn myself against the violin. Or
if you have a little puppy dog that is threatened, you're
going to win the audience. In Panic in N eedle Park, the
puppy dog is killed. Well, my God, it reaches people!
It's a kind of device, and you know that people are re
acting. The puppy dog is killed, or the violin is played,
or Rod Steiger belches a couple of times, or Helen Hayes
has light bulbs in her cheeks, or Katharine Hepburn with
the spigots in her eyes, but that doesn't make it a great
movie. Those are tricks. Vicki Carr can cry at any point in
the same song, but that doesn't necessarily mean it is a
sensitive rendition. I realize that people go to films for an
easy experience. And if something is not quite what they
expect, then it's very difficult for them to deal with it. A
film like Two-Lane Blacktop is a good example. It's got
James Taylor and Dennis Wilson, but they're not singing or
playing the drums, so you lose half the audience. It's
got automobiles, but there aren't any wrecks so you lose
another forty percent of the audience. So, there's me
and about four others who are really responding to this
film, thinking that it's a quiet Easy Rider and a beautiful
movie done very artistically. We have this tremendous
desire, and it's in all of us, to have things work out. The
film, Seance on a Wet Afternoon, is about the kidnapping
of a child. Kim Stanley gave a wonderful performance.
In fact, the year Kim Stanley was up for the Academy
Award for that and Ann Bancroft was up for Pumpkin
Eater, Julie Andrews got it for Mary Poppins. Her umbrella
was terrific. People like flashy things. People like to think
Ann-Margaret is a great actress. She's not. In Carnal
Knowledge, Nichols put her in front of a white wall
and had her look sad. He knew what her weaknesses were
and protected them. He uncovered some of her strengths.
People would say, "My God, what a great performance."
It has that simulation of acting, but it's not acting and
certainly not fine acting. It may be minor acting. Helen
Hayes gave a dreadful performance in Airport, but most
people think it was great. On the other hand, Jane Fonda's
performance was often ignored, in Klute. But she gave a
lovely, carefully delineated performance. There wasn't a
cheap thing, a specious trick or a gimmick. People respond
to the big, open kind of acting and don't really comprehend
what is going on in a quiet, competent, professional

performance. Anyway, to get back to Seance 011 a Wet
Afternoon. In it, the child was supposed to be taken out by
the husband and killed. Ilis wife was having the seances
and was mentally disturbed. He said he would do it for her.
Now, we don't want that to happen; we want the child to
be saved. There's some suspense, because the child is left,
and we don't know whether the child is dead or not. When
we find out that he hasn't killed the child, we are relieved.
And yet, when you get away from the theatre, you think
that perhaps, in actuality, the child might have been killed.
But you'll not get that on the screen, because to get that is
to empty the theatre. It's too hard, too difficult. It was a
fine movie and still was valid. But if you think what kind of
an experience it might have been if the child was killed,
it would have wiped most people out. But it would have
left them with something much stronger. It would have
reached them and shaken them more deeply than the
film as it is.
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Nexus: What is the place of a good film that has no
audience?
Macklin: First of all, it's not that it has no audience. The
audience is limited. Sometimes, a film that is really fine
will come along and somehow, possibly for the wrong
reasons, attract a major audience. Easy Rider was an
example. Midnight Cowboy was very well performed and
there was enough flair and enough flash to attract
attention. The musical score was lovely. But if you're
talking about the best that a culture has to offer, you are
talking about something that's for a minority. How large a
group of people really understand a work the same way the
author or director understood it? Somebody said two or
five per-cent really do the labor, the struggle of going
through the experience the same way the author intended it
to be. l don't think you can like what you don't fully
understand. So often when people don't understand some
thing, they reject it, dismiss it. It's so hard to comprehend
what the artist is doing.
Nexus: Do you see the increasing flourish of nudity on the
screen as a heathy sign?
Macklin: Yes. Qualitatively so. The rating system has been a
disaster. But when you think back to The Moon is Blue
where they didn't want the word "virgin," then you think
of Midnight Cowboy which was X-rated and now as an R
(they changed it), it's laughable. Then Joe came along.
Then Carnal Knowledge. In the long run it gives us more
problems. It gives another source of exploitation. But the
good of the freedom outweighs the liabilities.
Nexus: What is your opinion of the "skin flicks?"
Macklin: Would you believe I don't have an opinion?
That's a terrible thing to say. I'm really indifferent to them.
A friend of mine baited me with the same kind of question.

I think he wanted me to wear my rain coat to the "skin
flicks." For some people, they have an aphrodisiacal
quality . I have some friends that go regularly. I saw
History of a Blue Movie, which was on Vincent Canby's
best-20 list. I don't believe in censorship. But I don't
believe in stupidity or ignorance either. And I don't
believe in exploitation. I'm ambivalent, I suppose. There
is quality in some "skin flicks." Some are wretchedly done.
l met Russ Meyer this summer. He's done "soft core"
films. He's quite interesting. I le thinks he's conveying
some liberal truths. I don't really see that in his films.
Ne u : Do you think we'll reach the point where "hard
core" pornography is incorporated into an artistic film?
Macklin: Anymore , the thing that separates "hard core"
from " o ft core" i wheth er or not you se the emission of
perm. That eems to be the decisive fact r. I would ay
no, because I don't think most of the audience is going to
respond to this kind of thing. They may respond to the
nude body of Ann-Margaret. They may respond to dialogue.
But I don't know whether they can make that kind of
adjustment. Movies, of course, are a commercial industry.
And I would guess that "hard core" will not get into our
commercial motion pictures.
Nexus: What's the best film you've ever seen?
Macklin: That's a tough question. I would have to answer
Citizen Kane. If somebody asked me the best book I've
ever read, I couldn't tell them. And I wonder why I can
tell them the film. With film, maybe we tend to categorize
more. Bonnie and Clyde is one of the best films I've seen
in the last ten years. I liked 2001: A Space Odyssey. I like
Antonioni, Bergman and Fellini. Some of the films I've
like this year are Two -Lane Blacktop, Claire's Knee, Derby,
McCabe & Mrs. Miller and In Nome def Padre.

Nexus: Recently Pauline Kael did an article in the New
Yorker about Citizen Kane. Do you think she was correct
in concluding that Herman Mankiewicz, the author of the
screenplay, was responsible for more of Citizen Kane than
Orson Wells?
Macklin: I think what she has done is make a very good
case of overstating. We've published an article in the fall
issue of Film Heritage answering Pauline Kael and question
ing some of her scholarship. It seems she just went to a
certain assemblage of people when she could have ques
tioned other people as well. Joe McBridge, whom she had
attacked in the past, is returning the compliment here.
Kael's reputation probably outdistances her talent. She is
not very good on foreign films. What she has done that has
made her blessed for so many people is her questioning
of sham and pretention. Most people are so grateful for
this that they don't realize that she often throws away
quality with what she considers pretention. Many critics do
that. I find that she reviews audiences. She picks out some
moron in the audience and shows that the film is moronic
just because the viewer is moronic. That's not our problem,
and it's certainly not the film's problem.
Nexus: Who would you say is the best film critic in
America?
Macklin: The two that I favor most are no longer writing:
James Agee and Dwight Macdonald. I like John Simon,
although his standards are too stringent for me to accept.
He likes some films, like Medium Cool, that I didn't like.
He did not appreciate 2001 and Bonnie and Clyde. He's
literate and intelligent. He's a find interpretive critic and I
learned from him. So I guess John Simon, who writes for
The New Leader is the most effective and rewarding critic
I've found. I like to read Sarris and Kauffmann, and also
Variety. I read Kael when I want to get disturbed.
Nexus: You said that John Simon did not like 2001?
Macklin: Yes. He called it a "shaggy God" story.
Nexus: Did this have anything to do with the fact that
Kubrick released two versions of 2001? One in New York
and a shorter, more condensed version outside of New
York?
Macklin: No, I don't think this was his point of view.
Simon did not think that there was much beneath the
flashy surface. I disagree. I published an article in Film
Comment about the critics, their reactions and my own
reactions to the film. Most critics thought the dialogue was
just banal. But I thought Kubrick was using that to show
that people had reached a state where the dialogue was
meaningless, routine and pointless. He was making a
very nice satiric point. I didn't mind the little kiddie in the
sky at the end. It was a symbol and it worked for me, as the
monolith worked. I understood the film more after reading
the novelization by Arthur C. Clarke. I was able to handle
the film and accept it as a fine work of art.
Nexus: What do you see projecting ahead in film trends?
Macklin: I'm counting on a cassette revolution. I hope we
can take home Sunset Boulevard or the Maltese Falcon and
show them on our TV. But it's hard to say in terms of pro
jections. For a while it seemed that we were going to get

away from the script. But today, perhaps the strongest
critical emphasis is on the script. With Kael and Citizen
Kane, and Film Comment which had a whole issue on the
script, we are seeing the elevation of the script. I really
don't have that many projections. But I am hopeful about
the future.
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Engrossed with the responsibility of coordinating the
October Daze activities on campus and maintaining suf
ficient exposure as President of the just turned national
fraternity, Sigma Tau Gamma, Don Adkins appeared
to be a frazzled man . Apathy killing can be detrimental
to your health . Yet, Adkins pushes on with the sole
determination of a crusader, stomping the back water
lands for converts.
"Brotherhood is what it's all about," says Adkins with
a tinge of assurance. "It's what our fraternity stands for
and what we are trying to achieve on campus. A com
bination of the individual with the need to conform if we
want anything to get done." A frat brother, listening in and
nodding occasional agreement, stops over to introduce
himself.
Unquestioning the interest Adkins has in Wright State,
the questioner leads into an impromptu discourse about
frats.
Q. How are the frats doing at WSU?
"Our membership is up," declares Adkins. "And
again I think it's because of our approach. The big man on
campus stigma is dying off. Those frats still believing in
the drunk-broad idea are on their way out. As soon as
their classes graduate the BMOC frats at WSU will be out
for lack of interest."
Q. Where does your frat stand politically?
"We strive to stay away from endorsing political
figures because basically, we are not that sort of organi
zation. We leave it up to the individual to decide about
such matters."
Q. Then, what is the basis for the fraternity?
"It's a way that allows individuals to find themselves
in a group that shares pretty much the same ideas. It's
like black power, the peace freaks or whatever; they're
still trying to find the same thing: unity and love. And
that's what we're after."
Q. Why can't men and women join together instead of
the forced separation?
"I feel that the women tend to be a little cliquish and
more socially oriented, but that may be an unfounded pre
judice because some nationals are attempting to join
forces. At WSU it doesn't look like men and women will be
joining together--at least in the near future."
Adkins repeatedly interrupts his fraternity come on with
a call for commitment to Wright State. "The freshman,
during orientation, wanted to know what there was to do.
My answer was there's a lot to do--just seek out the people
you want to do it with.
"The trend in campus life, which overtly affects the

fraternities, is to get away from bigness. People are afraid
of numbers like at the big schools on the West Coast. Here
we are smaller and closer to the members. Offer us (Sigma
Tau) something and we will offer you a lot in return. So will
Wright State," sums up Adkins with the up note of the
crusader in him.
And yet the skeptics remain. One ex-frat member
describes the frats at Wright State as being caught in the
drunk-broad cycle. And what's he think about Don Adkins
and his brotherhood?
"Bullshit."
Some people just can't be helped.
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by Gary Pacernick

At first you shrieked. You were afraid of the light.
Soon the dark will scare you.
The gods will become people. You will judge them and yourself.
Now you ask merely to live.
Life is your miracle burning in your eyes.
What can l tell you that you will not know soon enough?
When you took my wife away, I secretely scorned you.
Now l have become your playmate.
Someday you will have your mother's goods nse and good looks
to counteract my madne and words.
Words are an excuse unless they liberate us.
Your words are alive. They batter your mind.
You eat words and kiss words and walk words.
You do not merely mouth words to kill time.
You are my greatest organic creation.
When you smile I believe in nature and truth.
You have the power to forgive and forget.
Many times I feared you would hold grudges agamst me, Du ~ you
took me back.
With you in my lap I am not a failure.
You bring me back to the garden of my needs, my innocence.
Frogs, fishes, angels, stones, amoebae, stars, grass, grains
of sand, butterflies, roses-I sense them in you.
Who shaped the wondrous brevity and compactness of your limbs?
It was more than the mind that made you what you are.
Some day you must learn to go back to your blessed beginnings.
You will play your games in the light
and sense that we are all children in the dark.
The hands that made us are in the dark.
Darkness is mystery. Accept it. Dance in darkness, grow whole
in darkness, and light the way with savage innocence, with
your savage body and its dark gods that navigate through your blood.
The mind must learn what you now intuite:
We are here to struggle, to survive, to experience what we can,
voyagers through oblivion who return to our dark origins.
I am talking to myself and hope you will understand.
Life is so simple. We are born and die.
The frontier is an illusion of the mind.
When you hold my hand and accompany me
to the edge of the final way, we will have
one last kiss before I return where
you came from, before I rest in my cradle.
We will touch in the dark always.
I will shine down at you from the stars.
We are all stars in a timeless constellation.
You purge my hate and teach me to accept
what is given. You are my greatest gift.
I have lived to earn you.

LOVE and WAR:
Themes in John Dryden's
''The Conquest ol Granada''
Parts I
II
AJI the l v relati n hip in this play are set in the c n
t xt of a 'holy' war, th iege f M ri h ranada by the
paniards under Ferdinand and I ab lla. Almant.0r, a
martial hero and l ng-lost son of the Duke of Arcos, loves
Almahide. She is betrothed in Part I to the King of Granada,
Boabdelin; and in Part II she is married to him and then
widowed. In contrast we have the triangle of Lyndaraxa,
Abdalla and Abdelmelech. As though she were Almahide's
alter-ego, Lyndaraxa is faithless, selfish, and calculating. She
wants to be queen. She is the mistress of Abdelmelech,
a chief of the Abencerrago faction, and she entices the
king's brother, Abdalla, into usurping the crown. Lyndaraxa
is a Zegry, the opposing faction, and her brother Zulema
is behind her machinations. Finally, the love relationship
between Benzayda, a Zegry, and Osmyn, an Abencerrago,
is the play's sub-plot. As Arthur Kirsch has said, they
"move in an atmosphere which emphasizes sentiment and
pity. The hallmark of their love is mutual compassion
~ather than grandeur, or conquest, or even admiration."
The polarities in this heroic drama are reason and passion,
love and honor, but the real absolutes that clash are virtue
and vice, free will and fate.
In 11, i, of Part I, Abdalla is trapped by his passion for
Lyndaraxa and by Zulema's specious logic. He can think
more clearly when she is not present; he knows that all she
wants is a throne. Reason must control the will, he tells
Zulema. But the reply is "Reason's a staff for age, when
Nature's gone." 2 Then Abdalla argues that justice forbids
taking his brother's crown, but Zulema counters with "If
Justice will take all, and nothing give,/ Justice, methinks, is
not distributive." But one must accept his fate, Abdalla
says. "Man makes his fate according to his mind," is the
reply. Abdalla is the king's younger brother, but Zulema
'reasons,' "Your Father was at first a private man; / And got
your Brother 'ere his reign began. / When, by his Valour, he
the Crown had won, I Then you were born, a Monarch's
eldest Son." Abdalla acknowledges his dilemma, and he
replies, "To sharp ey'd reason this would seem untrue;
/ But reason, I through Loves false Optiques view."
Zulema foments civil strife out of a well-motivated hatred:
the Abencerragoes have the political power; and Zulema
covets Almahide. He tells Abdalla, "Loves mighty pow'r
has led me Captive too." The statement is true; for Zulema
is a flesh and blood evildoer rather than an allegorical
figure of vice.
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Abdalla' dilemma of reason and passion continues in
III, i. Abdelmelech trie to di uade him from deposing
B abdelin, but the reply is
Love like a Lethargy ha seiz 'd nzy Will.
I'm, not my self, ince frorn her sight I went;
I lean my Trunck that way; and there stand bent.
As one, who in some frightful Dream, would shun
His pressing Foe, labours in vain to run;
And his own slowness in his sleep bemoans,
With thick short sighs, week Cries, and tender Groans,
So I-Of course, Lyndaraxa also controls Abdelmelech. He is
jealous and after Abdalla leaves, he argues with her; but
when she accuses him of taking her for granted and suggests
that their affair is over, he ends up apologizing.
The first canto of the swain's song about his Phillis
appears in III, i, just before the Zambra dance. Abdalla
suggested that he was caught in a nightmare of love. This
lyric is a dream-vision. In the first stanza the dreamer
personifies love and separates it from the object of his
passion:
Beneath a Myrtle shade,
Which Love for none but happy lovers made,
I slept, and straight my Love before me brought
Phillis, the object of my waking thought;
Undress 'd she came my flames to meet,
While Love strow 'd flow 'rs beneath her feet;
Flow 'rs, which so press 'd by her, became more sweet,
In the fourth stanza the swain imagines a discrepancy
between what Phillis says and what she means;
No, let me dye, she aid,
Rather than lose the spotless name of Maid;
Faintly methought she spoke, for all the while
She bid me not believe her with a smile.
Then dye, said I, she still deny 'd:
And, is it thus, thus, thus she cry 'd
You use a harmless Maid! and so she dy'd!
Dryden's use of the pastoral lyric is ironic for a couple
of reasons. Suggesting that the rapacious Lyndaraxa is a
'Phillis' is funny, one woman satirizes the other. And, too,
dying stands for sexual climax; but it suggests that the
lover kills the object of his passion by possessing her.
Lyndaraxa told Abdelmelech in III, i, "You thought, it
seems, I could not live elsewhere. / Then, by degrees, your
feign'd respect withdrew: / You mark'd my Actions; and
my Guardian grew. / But I am not concerned your Acts to
blame." Also, that the lover destroys his maiden's honor
by possessing her, looks ahead to Almanzor and Almahide,

who meet after the Zambra dance. At any rate in the fifth
stanza, the swain awakens to find his dream has moved him
to emission:
I wak 'd, and straight I knew
I lov 'd so well it rnade my dream prove true;
Fancy, the kinder Mistress of the two,
Fancy had done what Phillis wou 'd not do!
Ah, Cniel Nyniph, cease your disdain,
While I can dream you scorn in vain;
A Leep or waking you mu t ease nzy pain,
The concluding lines suggest that the swain's love is
egocentric. Clearly, his fulfillment is based on an illusion:
his pain is eased by the dream. The song undersc res the
fact that all we have is the illusion of love up to this point in
the play .
In III, i, Almahide first meets Almanzor, whose active
support of Abdalla ha turned the tide against Boabdelin.
She fears for her life and falls at his feet. When she unveils,
Almanzor is crudely noble: he stares and says, "I'm
numm'd, and fix'd, and scarce my eyeballs move; / I fear
it is the Lethargy of Love!" He is, like Abdalla, possesed by
love and says so: she asks for his protection and he replies,
"Who dares touch her I love? I'm all o're love: / Nay, I am
love; love shot, and shot so fast, / He shot himself into my
brest at last." She tells Almanzor that "Fate for each other
did not us ordain," and that she is bethrothed to Boabdelin.
Like Abdalla, Almanzor wants to control his own fate.
"Would Heav'n had quite forgot me this one day, / But
fate's yet hot- / I'll make it take a bent another way."
But there is a difference between Almanzor's love and
Abdalla's and it appears here in III, i. Almahide calls his
love a fierce passion; Almanzor replies,
Forgive that fury which my Soul does move;
'Tis the Essay of an untaught first love,
Yet rude, unfashion 'd truth it does express:
'Tis love just peeping in a hasty dress.
Retire, fair Creature, to your needful rest;
There's something noble lab 'ring in my brest:
This raging fire which through the Mass does move,
Shall purge my dross, and shall refine my Love
Those last three lines are most significant, for they make
the first explicit statement in a Dryden play that Love is an
agent-force which can purify a lover and refine his passion.
In IV, ii, we get the second canto of the swain's song.
Abdelmelech has threatened to forsake Lyndaraxa, who
pleads tearfully, "I cannot cease to love you, but I'll die."
She reduces him to tears, and again he ends up consoling
her! He leaves and there is the sound of music, "addresst
to me," says Lyndaraxa. 3 In the first stanza, the singer
takes the point of view of Abdelmelech:
Wherever I am, and whatever I doe;
My Phillis is still in my mind;
When angry I mean not to Phillis to goe,
My Feet of themselves the way find:

Unknown to my self lam just at her door
And when I would raile, I can bring out no more,
Than Phillis too fair and unkind.
In the second stanza the swain separates illusion from
reality: he makes a melancholy reference to the dream that
had eased his pain.

When Phillis I see, my Heart bounds in my Breast,
And the Love I would strifte is shown:
But asleep, or awake I am never at rest
When from my Eyes Phillis is gone!
Sometimes a sad Dream does delude my sad mind,
But alas, when I wake and no Phillis I find
How I sigh to my self all alone.
The consciousness of the illusion, summed up in the fifth
line, is a direct reference to Abdalla's predicament. The
third stanza, however, points to both Abdalla and Almanzor:
Should a King be my Rival in her I adore
He should offer his Treasure in vain:
Of let ·me along to be happy and poor,
And give me my Phillis again;
Let Phillis be mine, and but ever be kiud
I could to a Desart with her be confin'd,
And envy no Monarch his Raign.
The fourth stanza refers to all the men encountered so far.
Each is jealous and not one is willing to give up the object
of his passion.
Alas, I discover too much of my Love,
And she too well knows her own power!
She makes me each day a new Martyrdom prove,
And makes me grow jealous each hour:
But let her each minute torment my poor mind
I had rather love Phillis both False and Unkind,
Than ever be freed from her Pow 'r.
Boabdelin, for example, knows that Almahide is prey to the
rebels while he is out of power, and that she may be
"forc'd the lustful Victor to obey," (IV, i). Of course, he
and Almanzor become very jealous of each other over
Almahide. In Almanzor's case this jealousy is part of the
dross that must be purged if he is to become truly
admirable.
Act IV, ii, is an unbroken scene. Shortly after the song
we get the episode of Selin's attempt to execute Ozmyn
for killing Tarifa, Benzayda's brother. She knows that he
only killed in self-defense. "Pity his youth, and spare his
innocence," she tells her father. But Selin wants a life for a
life, so he gives her a sword, and says, "Pierce his fond
Girl; Or I will pierce thy heart." Her articulation of pity
moves Ozmyn to love. "I thought, with silence to have
scorn'd my doom," he tells her, "But now your noble
pity has ore'come: / Which I acknowledge with my latest
breath; / The first who 'ere began a love in death."
After Selin leaves, the guards Gazul and Reduan are
supposed to see to it that Benzayda kills Ozmyn. She tells
him, "Sure, at our Births, / Death with our meeting planets
danc'd above; / Or we were wounded by a Mourning
Love." It is an echo of the star-crossed lovers idea. Like
Romeo and Juliet, Dryden's lovers are victims of a family
feud, which has been intensified when the son of one
family slaughters a son of the opposition's. When Gazul
moves to execute Ozmyn, Reduan sides with the lovers,
and frees them after killing Gazul.
In the continuation of IV, ii, Almanzor frees Almahide,
but he would have her dishonor her commitment to marry
Boabdelin. Bloody sword in hand, Almanzor becomes
grotesque:
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While she is mine, I have not yet lost all:
But, in her Arms, shall have a gentle fall:
Blest in my Love, although in war o 'recome,
I fl.y, like Anthony from Actium,
To meet a better Cleopatra here.
You of the Watch : you of the Watch : appear.
These two are everything that Dryden's later Anthony and
Celopatra ai;e not! Lyndaraxa will not help him. "Ingrateful
Maid, did I for this rebel? / I say no more; but [ have lov'd
too well," Abdalla tells her. She scorns him: "Did I 'ere
promise to receive your Love? / Is it my fault you are not
fortunate? / I love a King, but a poor Rebel hate."
he retires within the fortres and he leaves for the Christian
camp; and Benzayda, Ozmyn, and his father Abenamar
app ar.
The young 1 vers demonstrate that love re ponds to
nobility and that nobility perfects human love. 4 So
Benzayda tells Abenamar,
-1 wish
(To merit all these thanks) I could have said,
My pity onely did his vertue aid:
'Twas pity, but 'twas of a Lovesick Maid.
His manly suffering my esteem did move;
That bred Compassion; and Compassion, Love,
But the old man will disown his son unless he leaves
Benzayda. She displays that selflessness in love that
Almanzor wants. Ozmyn would forsake his father, but she
says,
No, Ozmyn, no, it is a much less ill
To leave me than dispute a Fathers will:
If I had any title to your love,
Your fathers greater right does mine remove:
Your vows and faith I give you back agen;
Since neither can be kept without a sin.

If not a Subject, then a Ghost !'le be;
And from a Ghost, you know, no place is free.
Asleep, Awake, I'le haunt you every where;
From my white shrowd, groan Love into your Ear:
When in your Lovers Arms you sleep at night,
I'le glide in cold betwixt, and seize my Right.
And is't not better in your Nuptial Bed,
To have a living lover than a dead?
He is meanly threatening this girl with his "Right" of
martial conquest. She tells him to go to her father to pre
sent his suit, and he foolishly exclaims, "I can with courage
now my hopes pursue, / Since I no longer have to combat
you. I That did the greatest difficulty bring: / The rest are
small, a Father and a King." To say the least, Almanzar
is not yet purged of his dross.
In V, i, Abdalla seeks refuge at the gates of Lyndaraxa's
fortress, the Albayzin. The image he calls up intensifies
his own illusion and Lyndaraxa's perfidy:
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A touching exchange follows: "Nothing but death my vows
can give me back: / They are not yours to give, nor mine to
take," he says. They cannot escape. "The foes without; our
parents are within," Ozmyn says. But she replies, ''I'le fly
to you; and you shall fly to me: / Our flight but to each
others armes shall be. / To providence and chance commit
the rest; I Let us but love enough and we are blest." This is
a statement about love that has not appeared before in a
Dryden play. Here is a pair of lovers completely thwarted
by their circumstances, or so they feel. Their solution is to
love each other all the more, and forget about justifying
their love to the world. In short, they recognize that a self
less and noble love relationship is their supreme value. In
return, this positive value will sustain them. And so they
can "To providence and chance commit the rest."
In the continuation of V, i, Boabdelin is restored to
power and pardons Zulema and Hamet at the request of
Abdelmelech. The king grants a reward to Almanzar, who
asks or Almahide. Boabdelin refuses and the hero fumes.
"Is this the humble way you were to move?" Almahide
chides. So Almanzar, tries again but pride overtakes him:
"Sir, at your feet, I make my request." Three lines follow.
The stage directions are "first Line knee/inf(: second risinJi:

and boldly." Thus he adds, "Though, without boasting, I
deserve her best; / For you, her love with gaudy titles
sought, / But I her heart with blood and dangers bought."
He is still suing on the basis of martial conquest. When
Boabdelin asks him to name his price, Almanzar blows up
and calls him a perjurer. Almahide wrings her hands and
veils her face, as Almanzar is led off under guard.
At this point Boabdelin, with beautiful extended imagery, notices the change in Almahide:
As some fair tulip, by a storm opprest,
Shrinks up; and folds its silken arms to rest;
And, bending to tbe blast, all pale and dead,
Hears from within, the wind sing round its head:
o, sbrowded up your beauty disappear ;
Unveil my Love; and lay a ide your fears.
The storm that caus'd your flight, is past and done.
(V, i)

Of course, she is now in the storm of love. At first she feels
guilty for having attracted Almanzar. When the king calls
him "insolent," she replies, "I justly own that I some pity
have, / Not for the Insolent, but for the Brave." Boabdclin
sends out the order for Almanzor's head, and Almahide in
dicates the extent of her change: "Go on; I wish no other
way to prove/ That I am worthy of Almanzor's love./ We
will in death, at least, united be; / I'le show you I ca~ dye
as well as he." The king rescinds the death order and leaves
Almahide to soliloquize:
How blest was I before this fatal day!
When all I knew of love, was to obey!
'Twas life becalm 'd; without a gentle breath;
Though not so cold, yet motionless as death.
A heavy quiet state: but love all strife,
All rapid; is the Hurrican of life.
Had love not shown me, I had never seen
An Excellence beyond Boabdelin.
She expresses a couple of important ideas. First, the storm
image is typical of Dryden lovers when Love makes great
demands upon them. The significance of the image is that
it shows Love to be a force which will have its way. Second,
Love has an affinity for nobility or "Excellence." In effect,
nobility is the target for the hurricane.
At this point in V, i, Almanzor's purification begins.
Bound, and ashamed to look up, he is led before Almahide,
who has bought his liberty with her oath to marry
Boabdelin. "Would you to save my life, my love betray?"
Almanzar asks her, and he tells the guards, "Kill me: I'll kill
you, if you disobey." She replies, "That absolute command
your love does give / I take; and charge you, by that
pow'r, to live." The absolute command of Love is now
directed at him, and he begins to understand that he must
yield. Almahide suggests that he, like the swain in the lyric,
must separate the illusion of love from the reality.
At least, for me, you have but lost one day.
Nor is 't a real loss which you deplore;
You sought a heart that was ingag'~ before. ,
'Twas a swift love which took you in bis way
Flew only through your heart but made no stay.
'Twas but a dream, where truth had not a place:
A scene of fancy, mov 'd so swift a pace

And shifted, that you can but think it was:
Let, then, the short vexatious Vision pass.
For the first time, he indicates some degree of intro
spection: "My joyes indeed are dreams; but not my pain,"
he replies, "'Twas a swift ruin; but the marks
remain. / When some fierce fire lays goodly buildings
wast, / Would you conclude / There had been none,
because the burning's past?" Almahide continues the fire
image in her reply. At first she refers to the fires of passion:
"It was your fault that fire seiz'd all your brest, / You
should have blown up some, to save the rest. / But tis, at
worst, but so consum'd by fire / As Cities are that by their
falls rise high 'r." But then she alters the image so that it
expres e love' capacity for self-purification: "Build Love a
Nobler Temple in my place; / You'l find the fires has but
inlarg'd your space." This is the fire Almanzar spoke of in
III, i, which would purge his dross. His reaction is most
significant at this point. He recognizes his condition and
that he has been humbled: "Love has undone me." He will
live in misery at her request. Their separation is poignant:
she veils and turns from him; Almanzar, who is at his
lowest, says, "[ go, but if too heavily I move, / I walk
encumbered with a weight of love."
In I, i, of Part II, Ozmyn and Benzayda are prisoners of
Ferdinand and Isabella. Abdalla persuades the king to
execute Ozmyn for killing a Christian soldier, the "Master
of Alcantara." But because of the young couple's selfless
love, Isabella intervenes. She reiterates the connec_tion
between nobility and love: "Love's a Heroique Passion
which can find / No room in any base degenerate mind."
And when she adds, "It kindles all the Soul with Honours
Fire, / To make the lover worthy his desire," she is making
a direct reference to love's ability to purify the lover.
Ozmyn and Benzayda are released; eventually, their nobil
ity and selfless love reconcile them to their fathers, and the
fathers to each other.
The Abdalla-Lyndaraxa-Abdelmelech triangle reappears
in II, i, and ii. "How many are not lov'd who think they
are," Abdalla tells Selin, "Yet Man's self-love still favours
the deceit." He knows his love for Lyndaraxa is illusory.
The same is true of Abdelmelech: he storms into the
Albayzin and has Lyndaraxa brought before him. She soon
regains her hold over him: "(Fool that I am to tell you so,)
I love," he says. Lyndaraxa, who knows the truth of their
relationship, recalls the dream motif: "Let your true men
my Rebels hence remove; / I shall dream on, and think 'tis
all your love." At this point Abdalla and Arcos storm in
and drive off Abdelmelech. Lyndaraxa does some fast
talking and soon Abdalla yields to her enchantment: "Your
love I will believe with hoodwink'd eyes," he says.
Almanzar and Almahide meet again in 11, iii, and they
are both heroic, greater than life. She is married to
Boabdelin, who needs Almanzor's help to save Granada
from the Christians. Abenamar reports,
My little journey has successful! been;
The fierce Almanzar will obey the Queen.
I found him, like Achilles on the shore,
Pensive, complaining much, but threatning more.
And Like that injur'd Greek, be beard our woes:
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There is further exaltation in the imagery of Almanzor's
address to the queen: "So Venus moves when to the
thunderer / in Smiles or tears she would some sute
prefer." The point of this episode is that it provides a
context for Almanzor's purgation. The imagery becomes
that of disease and cure. "I take my eies from what too
much would please, / As men in feavors famish their
disease," Almanzar says. "No; you may find your Cure an
easier way; / If you are pleas'd to seek it; in your stay,"
Almahide replie . Then the imagery changes to recall the
motif of illusion versus reality in love: "My quick imagina
tion will present / The Scene and Images of your Con
tent," he tells her, "These are th day-dreams which wild
fancy yield , " is the answer. He agrees to fight the
Chri tian and ask only one favor, her white scarf,
emblematic of h r purity. The scarf also suggests the
Platonic relationship between the Christian knight and his
lady. In fact, Almanzor was born a Christian, but he doesn't
know it yet. What is clear in this episode is that this is not
the same Almanzor who threatened Almahide with the
right of martial conquest in Part I.
Boabdelin also changes. He has a rebellious citizenry to
cope with as well as the siege. In an aside in III, i, he
laments his marriage: "Thou curse of love," he calls it, "and
snare of Life,"
That first de bas 'd a Mistress to a Wife!
Love, like a Scene, at distance should appear;
But Marriage views the gross-daub 'd Landschape neer.
Love's nauseaous cure! thou cloy 'st whom thou
should'st please;
And, when thou cur'st, then thou art the disease.
It is as though Boabdelin gets sicker while Almanzor gets
well. Actually, the king's change does run counter to his
rival's. But Almahide gets the scarf back and gives it to
Boabdelin to prove her love.
Almanzor's illness is the subject of III, iii. Lyndaraxa
tries to attract him. "Your love's uneasie, and at little rest,"
she says. "'Tis true; my own unhappiness I see; / But who,
alas, can my Physician be? / Love, like a lazy Ague l
endure, / Which fears the Water and abhors the Cure,"
Almanzor replies. She calls his illness a "Consumption,"
and suggests he needs a change of air, a new lover. But he
says that his life and love for Almahide are one.
The illusion/reality motif accompanies the rivalry of
Abdalla and Abdelmelech as closely as the purification
theme accompanies Almanzor. In IV, i, Abdelmelech kills
his rival, whom Lyndaraxa eulogizes as a "whining, tedious,
heavy lump of love!" Her cruel statement moves Abdel
melech. He tells her, "Thy Arts and falshood I before did
know; / But this last baseness was conceal'd till now." The
episode illustrates the corollary to the idea that love is
attracted to nobility. Her baseness as Abdelmelech says, has
destroyed his love for her. That love was illusory; it
required self-deception. He can no longer suspend his
disbelief of her fidelity: "I'm now awake, and cannot
dream again!" he says.
The swain's lyric reappears in IV, ii. In a gallery of the
Alhambra, within hearing of the queen's apartment, Alman
zar and Esperanza, the queen's maid, sing a duet of six
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stanzas alternately marked "He" and "She." Esperanza
probably represents the swain's "Love," the same person
ification referred to in the first canto back in Part I. He
sings of his pain that he knows cannot be relieved without
injury to Phillis' honor. But devotion to honor is no easy
substitute for possession. So in stanza three, he sings,
I have try'd the false Med'cine in vain;
For I wish what I hope not to win:
From without, my desire
Has no Food to its Fire;
But it burns and consumes me within.
Esperanza sings that Phillis (Almahide) suffers, too; and in
the final stanza she sings of a true flame, the kind of fire
that purifies:
What her Honour deny 'd you in Life
In her Death he will give to your Love.
Such a Flame as is true
After Fate wit/ renew
For the Souls to meet closer above.
The flame she sings of is love itself; and she stresses that
after "Fate" has worked its will, love renews itself and
reunites th'! lovers. The message is that love transcends fate.
"Love" tells the swain that he must separate love and fate.
He should accept his destiny and at the same time know
that love redeems itself.
Fate is the subject of the continuation of IV, ii.
Almanzor sees his mother's ghost and, like Hamlet, he is
startled. At first he thinks it is part of his melancholia:
"The grudging of my Ague yet remains," he says, "My
blood, like Ysicles, hangs in my veins." The ghost tells him
he is of royal blood and a Christian, and warns him not to
pursue Almahide: "Heaven does not now thy Ignorance
reprove; / But warns thee from known Crimes of lawless
love." His reply sounds like that of a modern Christian
existentialist:
0 Heaven, how dark a Riddle's thy Decree,
Which bounds our Wills, yet seems to leave 'em free!
Since thy fore-knowledge cannot be in vain,
Our choice must be what thou did 'st first ordain:
Thus, like a Captive in an Isle confin 'd,
Man walks at large, a pris 'ner of the Mind:
Wills all his Crimes, while Heav 'n the Indictment draws;
And, pleading guilty, justifies the laws.
Let Fate be Fate; the Lover and the Brave
Are rank 'd, at least, above the vulgar Slave:
Love makes me willing to my death to run;
And courage scorns the death it cannot shun.
Almanzar does not challenge fate; at the same time he is
not "pleading guilty."
Earlier, Lyndaraxa told Almanzor, "You must be
brought like mad Men to their cure; / And darkness first
and next new Bonds endure," (III,iii). Here, in the
continuation of IV, ii, Almanzor is alone on a darkened
stage, and Almahide enters with a candle! When he
proposes adultery, it is certainly a dark moment for his
honor. Aimahide alludes to his noble deeds: "And would
you all that secret joy of mind I which great Souls onely
in great actions find, / All that, for one tumultuous
Minute loose?" When he says yes, she goes to stab herself.
He stops her, saying "Your Vertue I will ne'r disturb
again: / Nor dare to ask, for fear I should obtain." She
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refers to his purification: "'Tis gen 'rous to have conquer'd
your desire; / You mount above your wish; and loose it
higher." He replies, "Alas I am but half converted yet."
Lyndaraxa stirs Boabdelin 's jealousy by accusing Alma
hide of adultery with Abdelmelech. And in V, i, chivalric
combat determines truth and honor. Almanzar and Ozmyn
champion Almahide; Zulema and Hamet, Lyndaraxa. If her
men lose, Almahide burns at the stake. The preface to the
combat is Almahide's prayer to the Christian God: "Thou
Pow'r unknown, if I hav err'd forgive." lmanzor kills
Hamer and Zul ma, who make a dying confe i n that
Lyndaraxa lied about Almahide. Actually, the whole
c mbat is info ed with Christian
n pt . ince the idea
behind uch combat i that heaven uc ors the true cau ,
one ignifi ance f the cpi de i that it attache a halo of
authenticity to the relati n hip of Alma.nzor and Almahide.
But at this point, the queen tell Boabdelin that he has
killed her love for him, and she tells Almanzor that she
loves him but that she will enter a convent.
Almanzor's change then becomes complete. In V, i, the
king comes to kill him, but Abdelmelech brings work that
Lyndaraza has opened the city gates to the Christian army.
Again Almahide asks Almanzor to save the city and protect
the king, whose jealousy she has forgiven. In reply
Almanzar first acknowledges his debt to what might now
be called Christian Providence - as opposed to heathen
fate. "Listen sweet Heav'n; and all ye blest above / Take
rules of Vertue from a Mortal Love. / You've rais'd my
Soul ; and if it mount more high, / 'Tis as the Wl.'t!n did on
the Eagle fly." For Almanzor and Almahide, the frame of
reference is increasingly Christian. He puts aside his desire
for revenge on Boabdelin, who moments ago attempted to
kill him. Clearly, Almanzar agrees with Almahide's Chris
tian forgiveness: "Yes, I once more will my revenge
neglect," he tells her, "And whom you can forgive, I can
protect." If one considers that bedrock Christianity denies
revenge and propounds the new law of talion, Almanzar is
truly converted. But the king, whose frame of reference is
anti-Christian, replie , "How hard a fate is mine, still
doom'd to hame: / I make Occasions for my Rivals
fame." When Almanzar leads the Moor into battle, it is an
act of selfless heroism motivated by love. Nor is the deed
dimished by the king's death in the fight, for Boabdelin is
slain by mutinous Zegry's commanded by Lyndaraxa.
It takes ten acts for this play to achieve the transfor
mation of its protagonist. In a classic sense, he is a diseased
hero whose flaw is pride, but he is purged of that pride and
becomes truly admirable. It is not simply that the change
occurs within a context of love, but that a transcendental
love effects the change. In those relationships where there is
only the illusion of love, where vice holds sway, there is
only defeat. By contrast, the selfless love of Benzayda and
Ozmyn could transcend defeat - if it had to! The same is
true of Almanzor and Almahide's relationship.
Ultimately, what separates the saved from the defeated
in this excellent tragi-comedy is nobility. It is superfluous
that Ozmyn and Benzayda receive the Christian approval,
hence sanction, of their love from Isabella, but it saves their
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lives. It is not so much that Dryden is rewarding them as
that he is insisting that human conduct has a bearing on its
destiny. Why else, for example, should their selfless love
reconcile their feuding fathers? The same insistence about
the role of human conduct applie to the story of Almanzor
and Almahide. Credibly, Almanzor could have died in
battle and she gone to the convent. But they are royal,
colo sal lovers whose conduct has archetypal significance.
As Kirsch says, "Almanzor's refinement is his love for her
permits him to achieve that uncompr mi ing fu ion of the
public and the pnvatc man which in the e play w
pcrhap the final heroic grace beyond the reach of art." 5 o
they urvivc, and after a year in mourning Almahide will
marry him. Almanzor' final line re all th dreaming
wain: "The toyles of war hall help t wear each
day: / and dreams of love shall drive my night away."
uch dreams, however, will not be egocentric projecri n .
On the other hand, the baseness of the defeated is a
matter of deadly egocentricity. Abdalla willfully believes
what he knows is false and he dies defending Lyndaraxa's
"Crimes." Abdelmelech calls his love for Lyndaraxa
"cruel." He kills her and commits suicide, and calls both
acts "Justice." She expires like Maximin, 6 protesting,
"Dying, I charge Rebellion on my fate," (V, i). Zulema is
motivated by hatred and covetousness and it is his
unfortunate fate to oppose a superior swordsman; but
Zulema's confession turns his death into atonement. Final
ly, jealousy ruins Boabdelin's marriage. However, since his
death occurs in combat in a 'holy' war, it has no overtones
of poetic justice, because that kind of death always
guarantees a Moor his salvation.
Stage history and publication of the play during Dryden's
lifetime: 7
In all probability the first part of this famous heroic
drama premiered in December 1670, at the Theatre Royal,
Bridges Street; the second part opened on a Tuesday,
presumably 3 or 10 January 1671 at that theatre. The cast
(it was The King's Company managed by Thomas Killigrew)
was as follows : Boabdelin - Edward Kynaston; Abdalla Edward Lydall; Abdelmelech
Michael Mohun; Zulema Henry Harris; Abenamar - William Cartwright; Selin William Wintershall; Ozmyn - William Beesron, Jr. ; Hamet
- Marmaduke Watson; Gomel - Martin Powell; Almanzor
- Charles Hart; Ferdinand - John Littlewood; Duke of
Arcos - Richard Bell; Almahide - Nell Gwyn, who also
spoke the Prologue to Part I; Lyndaraxa - Rebecca
Marshall; Benzayda - Elizabeth Boutell ; Esperanza - Ann
Reeves, who was Dryden's mistress for a while; 8 Halyma Mrs. Eastland; and Isabella - Elizabeth James . Part I played
at the Bridges Street theater on 26 January and Part II on
31 January 1671. And on the following 10 and 11
February, Killigrew's company acted both parts, probably
at court. Part I appeared on 21 December 1675 at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane; it was acted privately at Belvoir
in 1676. It may have been revived during the 1677-8
season; during winter 1684; and for the seasons of 1694
and 1695. The first edition, both parts, appeared in 1672;
the play was reprinted in 1673, 1678, 1687, and 1695.

Models and sources:
The Preface to this play is Dryden's "Of Heroique
Playes, An Essay." In it he said that Almanzor is patterned
after Homer's Achilles, Tasso's Rinaldo in Gerusalernme
Liberatta, and La Calprenede's Artaban in Cleopatre,
published in English by Robert Loveday, 1668. Almanzor
also resembles Ponce de Leon in Madeleine de Scudery 's
romance, Ahnahide ou l'Esclave Reine, 1660-3. 9 From this
romance came the cene of Arcos recognizing Almanzor as
his son. cudery's work was bas d on histories of the
Spanish war , most likely the llistoria de las Guerras Civiles
de Gra11ada of Gines Perez de I lita, tran lated into French
in 1608, which Montague ummer thought was the source
Dryden paid mo t attent10n to. 10 In it are models for
Boabdelin , Ferdinand and I abella, Abdalla, the quarrel
between Tarifa and Ozmyn, and the ri e of the factions
all of which Dryden altered. The tory of Ozmyn and
Benzayda may be patterned after Scudery 's Ozmyn and
Alibech episodes in Ibrahim ou L 'Illustre Bassa, 1641-4. 11 Of
course , Dryden's young lovers also resemble Romeo and
Juliet. There is, too a hint of Hamlet in Almanzor in Part II,
the scene involving his mother's ghost. Lyndaraxa is a
villainous character drawn from Scudery's less malignant
Cadige in "Almahide and Elybesis" in Artemene ou le
Grand Cyrus, 1648-53. 12
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nick Love, Or, The Royal Martyr (1669).
7
For the following statisti
ee William van Lennep, ed.,
The London tage 1660-1800, Vol. I ( arbondale, 1965),
241,248,262,328,351,440,491.
8
Sec Charles E. Ward, The Life of John Dryden (Chapel
Hill, 1961), 183.
9
See Summers, 3-13, 23, 507.
10
See Summers, 6-9.
11
See Summers, 11-13.
12
See Summers, 6.

Permission to quote from The Conquest of Granada, Parts I and
II was granted by the Gordian Press, Inc., 85 Tompkins Street,
Staten Island, N.Y., 10304.
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The Experiment
by: A. W. Smith

"I was a deep, deep well of bricks and stones. I
was very dark except for what little light snuck in from the
top. I had no bucket, nothing that how d abov the
gras . I was damp. Ground water seeped thr ugh my ides
and dripped down the limy walls int the water below.
That water was my mind into which rocks and dirt and all
sorts of junk fell. It was dark and fetid down there. There
was an ooze at the bottom, black, thick. Sometimes, for
no reason that I could fathom, a great roaring wind would
stir up from the top of my mind, strike the wall, and rush,
in a spiral, up to the opening. But it never got out. It
tried to shake the walls. It couldn't. It turned into a
pitch-wind, a hot fury that blustered and roared and shook
until it was spent. Then it would die and drop down into
the water below with a thick plip. Doctor, am I going
crazy?"
"Now, Mr. Nelson, all of us have experienced strange
dreams from time to time. That doesn't mean that they're
insane. It's just that... "
"No, Doctor. It wasn't a dream. It was real. I still
shake from the terror I felt. You see, I've been running
this experiment and ... "
" ... when some people get over-wrought ... "
At this point Lionel Nelson shut up helplessly, and the
Doctor blurred before him. Lionel turned his face toward
the wall. The Doctor's voice became a low, quiet buzzing.
Lionel tried to seek out the dark corner of his mind where
he could be alone and face the wall that allowed him to
think of nothing except how cool and dark he could be,
but the walls of the dark corner opened up about six inches,
and he shrank back from the blast of hot sunlight that
burned through the opening. The light taunted him with an
invitation to squeeze through the impossible six inches
and sleep in the meadow.
It's here again, he thought. How many times this week?
Three? I remember now. I needed a place where I could run
my experiment. Not just a secret place. A place free from
all those probing, dissecting finger-minds that search and
tear and destroy all that is mine. After five weeks the
meadow appeared. But it always glimmered through a six
inch crack.
The Doctor droned on and Lionel tried hard to pay
attention this time, anything to avoid the terror that his
mind was becoming. He tried to listen to the Doctor's voice
as it buzzed on and on, but the buzzing got too loud. It
soon drowned out the voice. Lionel slipped back into his
mind. The wind was there, pressing in, pushing out. Lionel
saw the fly again.
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Go away, he screamed silently to the fly. Get off.
Go away! Leave me alone. Leave m alone!
A final, anguished scream wrenched from his mind as the
fly , hug , gr tesquc, menacing, landed on his face and began
to tear away larg pieces of flesh . Lionel couldn't pull
himself away. Ile had to watch helplessly as the fly flew
off, its feet dripping with blood and the chuncks of raw
meat that used to be his face. All that the fly left were his
eyes. Somehow even his mouth was gone.
"Who are you?" Lionel's eyes shrieked at the fly.
"I'm your experiment, and I'm going to devour you,"
the insect leered. And it flew off again.
Lionel tried to let the Doctor know what was happen
ing to him, but he found that he couldn't speak. The terror
in his eyes must have been enormous because the Doctor
noticed it and stopped his speech.
" ... and so you ... er. .. ls something wrong, Mr. Nelson?"
A look of puzzlement on the Doctor's face was soon re
placed by one of annoyance at an interrupted routine.
"It's coming," Lionel finally managed to gasp. But
he felt the gaping holes in the place that used to be his
face close together. Could the nice Doctor see the misshapen
lump that was now his head? No, of course not. Nice doc
tors see only nice co-operative patients, not raving nuts like
me. So I'll protect the nice doctor from the horrible mess
that I'm becoming. Too bad. That means that he'll never
get to read the write-up of my experiment. That is, if I'm
able to write it up and am not completely eaten up by that
fly.
"Oh, forget it, Doc. l hate to be wasting your valuable
time like this. Thanks for the check-up and thanks for
letting me bend your ear for a while. Gotta go now. See
you."
With this Lionel backed out of the Doctor's office and
ran out into the fresh air. But as he began to walk home
clouds gathered in the sky and began to drip down on him.
He shivered and pulled his sweater up tighter around his
ears and neck. His brain pounded in his head and drove him
down the street. He raced into his house and learned against
the door he had just slammed. His breath came in the
labored spurts that were the trademark of the heavy smoker.
It's coming. The wind whistled down into the hollows
of his mind. It's coming ... coming. And I can't stop it.
There's the crack. The meadow. Eight, no, twelve inches
now. I could almost get through this time. But not quite.
Why am I crying? A man's not supposed to cry. But I can't
get to it. The beautiful smell. A million molecules of sweet,
warm yellow grass beating on my brain, and I can't get to it.
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Lionel felt his body shrink back farther and farther
into the hard wood of the door as he watched the face of
the figure change to look like that of his mother.
"Lionel," the new face asked, "have you been out look
ing for a job as I suggested? You know that if you don't get
one soon you '11 be asked to leave this house. You know
that, don't you? I've been warning you for several years
now that you '11 have to learn a little responsibility. I've
tried to be tolerant, but I've come to the end of my patience
with you. If you don't get some kind of work your father
and I will not allow you to return to that fancy school of
yours where you take all those ridiculous psychology
courses you seem so unnaturally fond of. Why, when I was
your age ... I was a fly. A huge, ugly fly that will soon
devour y u."
Lionel doubled up in revulsion as his mother's face
changed to that of the fly.
"Yes, Lionel," said the fly, "I'll devour you. Why
don't you go back to your experiment now? I'm waiting."
The fly then landed on his body and gobbled up his
arms and legs and flew away laughing. "It's coming,
coming."
"It's coming," Lionel shrieked, and he slumped to the
floor. His nausea was too much to hold inside while he was
standing up. He put his head to the hardwood floor and felt
the cool wood drain his mind of the horror he had felt at
seeing the fly again. And he felt the footsteps of his mother
come rushing toward him.
"Why, Lionel, what's the matter? Are you sick?"
Lionel scrambled to his feet and stared at her face, beg
ging it desperately not to change. This time it didn't and
relief heightened his nausea. He wanted to throw his arms
around her and sob out gratitude that she hadn't changed,
but all he could do was mumble something about his visit
to the Doctor.
"Lionel, dear, what did the Doctor say? Are you all
right? I still think that decent food and a good night's sleep
"Lionel, dear, what did the Doctor say? Are you all
right? I still think that decent food and a good night's sleep
are all you need. Why don't you listen to your Mother?
You ought to stop going co that school. That's where you're
getting all these crazy ideas that are upsetting you. That
Professor What's-his-name that you seem to be so fond of
has replaced your own family in your affections I almost
believe. If you would quit school and get a job as I've been
asking you to do for these past few years you'd feel much
better, and ... "
"But I can't, Mother, not yet. I'm seventy-two," said
the nineteen year old Lionel. "Don't you see that I'm too
old to change now? This Psychology experiment is my last
chance to make a reputation for myself in the field. If it
fails, I'm lost. If it succeeds my future will be secure. And
Professor Thomas is my mentor now. He's almost the only
brain I have left now. I have to finish my experiment for
him, too. He's counting on me. I can't let him down. And
it's coming. It'll soon be finished and I can take a rest from
school for a while."
"Lionel, if you're going to rattle off nonsense to me,
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you can just go up to your room now and forget it. Your
father will be home soon. I'd like you to hear what he has
to.say about all of this. Your father and I have worked very
hard to deep you in that fancy school, and ..."
"Mother, not tonight, for God's sake. I can't stand it
anymore. For years, it seems, that's all I've heard from you.
Quit school. Get a job. Be a nothing with a crippled mind
but make lots of money. Can't you see that I can't be like
that? Can't you see that I'm sick of it? That I'm sick from
it?"
"Lionel, go to your room."
Lionel ran up the stairs to his room and slammed the
door before the fly could get in. But it was there waiting
for him. It had grown since the last time he had seen it that
short while ago. Lionel remembered with loathing that it
was his own flesh that had fed it. But he was tired of run
ning from it. He lay down on the bed and tried to put it out
of his mind.
"You can't, you know. I'm part of your mind, so you
can't put me out." The fly buzzed around Lionel's head,
and he could feel the air stirred by its immense wings. "You
~ustn't lie there. Get up and work on your experiment.
It's almost finished now, isn't it? And I'm getting hungry."
Lionel was suddenly too tired to run or be afraid. He lay
on the bed and let the sheets and blankets writhe under
him the way they had been doing lately. He felt strength
drain form his half-eaten body as the fly landed on his
chest and quickly ate up what it had left from the other
times it had feasted. It flew up above what was now left
of Lionel.
"It's over now, Lionel. Your experiment is finished now.
Too bad that it was failure."
With that the fly dropped to the floor. It was dead.
Lionel didn't see it shrivel up and blow out the window.
Lionel finally managed to squeeze through the crack before
it closed for the last time. He walked out into the meadow.
The bright sun beat down on his tired body as he lay down
in the yellow grass. He listened to the crackle of the grass
as it bent beneath his aching limbs. It smelled warm and
brown and sweet. A hot wind, outside of himself, blew
gently over his head. Lionel listened, and felt, and smelled,
and rested. The long tormenting days of his experiment
faded from memory. Everything melted from his mind as
he lay in the meadow. It was over.

The Encounter house stands small and white. In the
evening, the windows glow with a certain warmth and color.
Inside is a group of about twenty-five people, moving
freely, laughing, and talking. The people have that un
inhibited kind of closeness that seems to be found in long
term friendships. This is the Yellow Springs Encounter
House where reality is played with like ping pong. It's
High Noon for the soul.
The Encounter living room is softly carpeted in bright
green. A battered piano, some chairs. The walls display art,
poetry, and some free-thinking blurps, tacked up on brown
corkboard. An assemblage of announcement , ranging from
future meeting of En ounter to camping trips, spread out
on the piano top.
At 7 : 30, the members begin to drift into tw adj ining
rooms. The members fidget and slou h. It's confrontation
tim . On the perimeter of one group sit Director Saul
Greenberg. His mind is probing the air for a beginning. He
is aware of the emasculatory fears, the blanketed emotions,
because he has spent a large part of his life, dispelling his
own fears, untangling his emotions.
One man is scratching absenc-mindely at a chair. He
appears removed, apathetic, nervous. His words come out
broken and defensive as if he is desperately trying to build a
wall around himself. The eyes of the group follow the overt
uneasiness. Brick by brick the wall climbs. One brick is
his drug thing; another his bleak relationship with his
family; another is self-destruction. And so on. But En
counter doesn't deal in short-term miracles. Doubts strong
enough to bring a person to Encounter will not be cured
overnight. So for tonight, all the King's horses and all the
King's men couldn't p'ut Carl together ....
During the first skirmish, Saul Greenberg's mind has
churned over and over; yet he has kept himself quiet.
They're very few words to stem the rampaging wounds of a
shattered life. The passion must subside. Then one by one
little thumbs of reason and empathy and experience can be
stuck into the fractured heart. And so the hate, the
frustrations, the lies gush out. At this early stage what is to
be made of a man like Carl?
Director Saul feels that Carl will at this stage turn out to
be much like he once was: broken, disenchanted, empty.
The particulars can be filled in by many other people,
suffering under their own burdens. It is much like viewing
a movie for the second time, when everyone else in the
theatre is seeing it for the first time.
Saul Greenberg remembers the day the spirit left his
body. He started down a flight of stairs and forgot
what to do with his feet. When he found himself sprawl
ed out at the bottom of the stairs, he was frightened
and puzzled.
Carl is cowering in the discussion room. His parents
have no interest in him. His arms are folded close to his
body. He wanted to pay his parents back, so he started
using heroin. To be noticed. To be noticed is all he wanted.
Silence.
Finally, someone asks the man how his luck has been in
finding a job. He scratches the chair again, shrugs, and
shifts his feet. He hasn't had much luck, he says.

For seven years, Saul had been swallowing things.
Marijuana extract soaked up on bread for breakfast.
A little pot tea. Hash in his pipe to and from school
and work. Just zig-zagging through life.

The Greenberg home in Great Neck, Long Island bad
parents, a brother, a sister, and two cars. And
the blahs. Most of his friends were creative and
talented. The fact that these friends used pills
and pot seemed incidental. just a weekend high.
There was always their creativity ·to return to. Saul
found no reason not to join them in their quiet
manner of slipping away from it all.
In the group someone else is talking about being lonely.
The girl is situated on the floor, finding it difficult to
settle in a comfortable position. Her hands move as if they
are huge and heavy. She seems to want to hide them. Alone.
Darkness. No friends. Again the members rally, slapping the
girl out of her self-consciousness with their suggestions and
questions. Perspective. Membership. Group.

By the time five years bad slipped by, drugs bad be
come the focus of Saul Greenberg's life. He would have
a recurring dream that the alarm clock bad rung. He
dressed and went to work ... and then be would wake up,
when the alarm really went off
"My mother used to put newspaper clippings about
the dangers of drugs in conspicuous places around
the house. She never said much about it, but I
could tell she was worried," Saul recalls.
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So like Carl and the girl, Greenberg found himself years
ago in a similar state of affairs. Total Frustration. He
heard from a friend who had been in psycho-therapy with
him at one stage of Saul's grass-hopping from one
psychiatrist to another, that something called Encounter
might be the answer. Saul gave himself three reasons for
wanting to join. One was that he felt the world owed him
some free therapy (psychiatrists are expensive and being a
psychology major he answered most of his questions any
way). Also, he was on summer vacation and had some time
to kill. And Jase , he thought he might meet some "at
tractive young ladies." If not accepted, he would become a
flower child.
"By this time my life centered around drug ·. Even
n1y bair, rny clothes welled like pot. It wa lik e
my por s were emanating it ; my body wa aturated
with it. "
As it turned our it took Saul two and a half months to
get into the Encounter program. He called and called.
Sometimes, when he- called, he was high and they knew it.
They told him if he really wanted an interview to stop
getting high.
For a time Saul lived in abject loneliness
with a woman. They fought constantly but it
took less effort to live with ther then to go
elsewhere.
During one argument, she brewed up a pot of
boiling water, added a little ammonia and pepper,
and threw it at him.
One morning he awoke and found her sticking pins
in his ankle. He rolled over and went back
to sleep.
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So as the story goes, Saul got his pre-interview. It was a
short question and answer affair. What did he want our of
Encounter and what would he put into it and so on. He
still wanted the real, honest to God interview. After some
more weeks of waiting he got it.
"There were many people involved this time, all sitting
around on couches and chairs. I saw a good looking woman,
dancing around and laughing. I remember thinking: not
only am I going to get into the program, I am going to get
that girl."
But it was more of the same questions and answers.
And Saul was smug. His emotions were n t attached to
anything he did, he remarked. He wa n't really there r any
where. So th y simply told him to g back to the hrink
because Encounter didn't deal with "crazy pe pl ."
Thus affronted, Saul retaliated with hi repertoire of
psychological phraseology.
"Come on, quit talking with your head. Your gut is cut
off from what you're saying." The members began to yell
at him. Saul thought they were definitively un-cool. They
said they didn't trust him. Then one of the members came
in the back door at him.
"What would be the hardest thing for you to do right
now?"
It seemed like a game and Saul could play too. He looked
at the girl who had caught his eye and said, "To kiss you."
Mistake.
"Come on, what is the hardest thing you could do right
now?"
The gravity of the situation finally began to sink in.

Saul stood up, rather dramatically , and with great flourish,
remove his jacket.
"I talked to the group one time about how I was afraid
to approach women. I was so passive ... wanted to be the
aggressor." So the group challenged him to approach th e
first wornan who attracted hirn.
Hedge. Hedge. And then he simply did it.
And so this Humpty got his wall put back together again.
It took a long time. As for Carl and the girl: they've be
come attached to a cause. One of survival. And as many
coaches are so fond of saying (though Yellow Springs is
fighting that temptation): when the going gets tough , the
tough get going. Saul Greenberg, ex-nobody turned som b dy, i making sure they get tough.
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Sea:n O'Casey
ean O' as y' letter to Dr. Ronald G. Rollins, profe sor
of ngli h at Ohi We leyan Univer ity, cover the period
between 1959 and 1964. They r veal an arci t in the de
clining years of hi life who is steadfast in the ideas
expounded in his work, and is still very much in love with,
yet mystified by, his fickle homeland of Ireland.
"Ireland gets to her people; especially the artists,"
suggests Dr. Rollins. "Joyce, Synge, O'Casey, and, in more
recent times, Brendan Behan, all had stormy times with
their homeland but they never lost their love for her."
O'Casey's plays always induced strong emotional reaction
in the Irish people. His early works helped build Dublin's
famous Abbey Theatre and Dr. Rollins thinks that when the
Abbey rejected O'Casey's The Silver Tassie, an expression
istic play about war, both the Abbey and O'Casey were hurt.
"O'Casey was personally injured by the rejection. He
felt very close to the Abbey. By rejecting a play of The
Silver Tassie 's stature and originality the Abbey set a
conservative trend for itself from which it has never
recovered.''
In 1964 Dr. Rollins planned a trip to Tourquay, Devon
in southern England to meet his exiled friend in person.
"When I arrived O'Casey was feeling very poorly and
by this time he was totally blind. I never got in to see him
but I had a long chat with his wife Eilena," remembers
Dr. Rollins.
Within five months of his visit Rollins learned of
O'Casey's death.
Some of O'Casey's major works include The Shadow of
a Gunman, Juno and the Paycock, The Plough and the Stars,
and Within the Gates.
Jon Frank
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The Nexus gratefully acknowledges the permission from Dr.
Rollins, allowing the magazine to publish these letters. The
letters are both revealing and rewarding, simply, for they show a bit
of an artist's thoughts and reflections. Again, our thanks to
Dr. Rollins.
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1963
Ronald Rollins, Esq.,
liarsball Univarsi ty,
Huntington l,
eat Vi~ginia.

Dear frien,
Your l st questions are jut
impossible.to ans er tor .it isnt possible tor me to go baok
to the mood in which I wrote CQ~DOODLE DnNDY. Few
authors can do it. I daresay that the twisted archeoture
of the house and porch re indi oative of the twisted
visions in Marthraun•s mind. A twi tad mind that saw
demons everywhere, horns on the heads of the women
demon in bott;a of whiskey, eto.
These things were common in Ire. and still
are. Fe weeks agom ork on a new road was stopped
because it necessitated the cutting away of thorn trees.
The ~easants would not allow it, amd even~ally tba road
had to go around them. Stories of one-eyed larries who
had eyes pushed out bu a demon thumb are told romd the
firesides. The soene and story of Loralie in the play
is a fact and appeared in the public Preas; and it is
well kno~n that sex in Ire. os abhorrent. Last week, a
Limerisk priest got ten tboudand mamb r· of a confrater
nity, the women of Legion of Mary, the Civio Guard
(Ire.•s polio) to undertake the driving trom the Jinemae
the young couples who cuddled together hile watching a
picture; it is the talk of Dublin, but thare is no
public protest at this violent suppression of the irre
istible urging ot sex in adolescenoe •• The killing ot th
man in the play ctually happened a tew years ago,tor
the reason given, he refused to give up living with a
woman. Tie violent scene in BEHIND G~EN CURT~IlS ctu 1ly happened, and a young girl ~as tied to a telegraph
pole in her night dress, and left there rhrough a frosty
ni rbt, till the poastman foun her half deao ne ·xt morn
ing. Now, I can ans~,er no more ques. 0 I am nearly blind
and the work is impose.
ave to guess at this typig
as ever,

To the folks at 151: much thanx

To Dave B. - Do not ask if you are mad.

Ask how mad are you.

Nice guys to know on floor 2

Of Interest:
Encounter meets Monday thru Friday,
7:30, Yellow Springs.
Community session on Monday nite.

And who do you think this be?

Side one

Side t o

1. .Missi ippi Badtime (2:50)
(R. Wagna1
Wag•1er cou tic guitar, vocal
J. Newp, rt - acou tic guitar, vocal
D. Dodds - ed
te 1, vo al
C. A. , <'l •port - b s · guitar

1. Haven't Had a H ad chc All

> y (3:40)

{D. DvdJs)

i 'agncr ai.:ou

guitar, vocal

J. Newport - cou ti guitar, vocal
D Dodds - p
l te 1

C. 4.

t

wport ba

guitar

2. Frui 'uit Baby (1:10)
IR. Wagner)

i~u ner - J.cou tic

itar, vocal
,,port acou tic guitar
C. 1 7t wport
guitar

J.

3.
hi.

•

J.
p
D. Dodd
C.A.

4. Talk

bout the

e d vo Jl

g vo al

eathcr (2:37)

(R. Wagner)
W.i ner - acou t1 guitar, lead vocal
J. • ewport ac uc;tie, guitar, bai.:king vocal
D. Dodds - pedal teel

C.A. Newport - b s guitar

S Widow's Weeds (4:38)
(J.• ewportJ
Wagner - acou tic guitar
J. ,'Vt wport - acoustic guitar, vocal
D. Dodd,;- pedal ste 1
l .A. Ve •port - ba · guitar
King DoddsJBarrv Lodo Production
Spiritual A istant - Tun Gebard
Mihtary dvi or - Big Georg

Goph r - Stan!(y Eon
Technical Advi or & r ricnd - J.J.E.B. Ezer
Art Vork - Dan Pattason, Brian Smith

t

. Old O k Tr c (3:20)
(R. WarmrJ
Wagntr. a OU ti ruiLl.r, I ad
J < wport b. dang vocal
D. Dodd - b ckingvo · l

VO

i

I

4. Say D lore (3:30)
(R. W.zg11er1
hagncr - acoustk guitar, backing vocal
J. rvcwpurt - a ou tic guitar, lead vocal
D. Dodd - pedal steel, backmg vocal
C. . 'ewport - ba guitar

5. Oay• Ferry (4:00)
(J.

cwport)

R. Wagmr acou tic guitar
J. <. wport - acoustic guitar, lead vocal
D. Dodds - backing vocal

C.A.

ewpvrt b

guitar

Recorded at King Dodd Studio #1
Springf1eld, Ohio
Arr,mgcd by\ gner, Dodds, and th • ewport Brothers.

